Class- 4th Subject- Science

Assessment work
Chapter- 2 (Plant Habitats)
Answer the following questions.
Que.1. What are the special features of submerged aquatic plants?
Answer- Special features are1.Leaves are narrow and without stomata.
2.There stems are delicate due to air spaces.
3.Their roots remain fixed in the soil.
Que.1. What are breathing roots? How do these help the marshy plants?
Answer- The roots of mangrove plants that grow above the soil are
called breathing roots. These roots
have any pause that help the mangroves plant roots to breathe.
Q.1. How does a cactus survive in desert?
Answer- Features that help a cactus plant to survive in desert1.Leaves are reduced to spines to reduce loss of water.
2.Stem become fleshy and store water and food.
3.They have long roots to absorb water.

H.W. - Write
and Learn these
Questions/Answ
er in your fair
notebook.

Class IV

Subject Maths

Multiplication of 3- and 4- digit numbers
The method of multiplying 3- digit and 4- digit numbers by 2- digit and 3- digit numbers
For example
Short Method.

Multiply 248 by 36
248
36
_____________________
14 8 8

( 248× 6)

74 4 0

(248×30)

________________
8 9 2 8

(248×<36)

______________________

248× 36 = 8928

Q. 1 Find the following products in the note book
(a) 376 × 27

((b)

( d) 346 × 235

Class - 4th.

(e)

237 × 43
6378 × 243

(c)
(f)

426× 73
285 × 376

Subject : English Grammar

Adjectives
Answers to the previous Questions.
A. Choose the correct adjective to complete each sentence.There are two adjectives in each sentence.
Underline the adjectives, and write in front of each sentence, weather it has a pair of Synonyms (A) or
Antonyms (A)

big , wide
bright , sunny.
quiet ,. peaceful.
cheerful , happy.
tidy , untidy.
ugly , handsome.
Today's topic,
Read the following:

Synonyms
Synonyms
Synonyms
Synonyms
Antonyms
Antonyms

Class-4th Subject- GK
1. How many players are there in a cricket team?
Answer: 11
2. Which is the largest island in the world?
Answer: Green Land
3. LBW is related to which sports?

Answer: Cricket
4. Young one of a cat is called?
Answer: Kitten
5. Which African nation is famous for chocolate?
Answer: Ghana
6. Saina Nehwal is associated with which sports?
Answer: Badminton
7. How many days are there in a Leap year?
Answer: 366
8. Olylmpics games are held after every________.
Answer: 4 years
9. How many sides are there in a pentagon?
Answer: 5
10. A place where bees are kept is called?
Answer: Aviary
H.W. – Learn all these questions and write in your notebook.

